(MWXVMFYXIH KEVFEKI GSPPIGXMSR TSWIW E GLEPPIRKMRK TVSFPIQ VIGPEMQMRK EPP OMRH SJ HEXE WXVYGXYVIW [LMPI EGLMIZMRK IJÁGMIRG] WGEPEFMPMX] ERH JEYPX XSPIVERGI % RYQFIV SJ TVSTSWEPW LEZI EXXIQTXIH XS HIWMKR E HMWXVMFYXIH +' XLEX JYPÁPPW EPP XLIWI VIUYMVIQIRXW 8LI KVIEX RYQFIV SJ MRGSQTPIXI TVSTSWEPW VIÂIGXW LS[ HMJÁ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

1SHIP
7TEGIW ;I GSRWMHIV E HMWXVMFYXIH W]WXIQ TEVXMXMSRIH MRXS HMWNSMRX WTEGIW ;I YWI XLI EFWXVEGX XIVQ µWTEGI ¶ XS EZSMH GSQQMXXMRK XS E TEVXMGYPEV MQTPIQIRXEXMSR *SV MRWXERGI EX XLI PS[IWX PIZIP E WTEGIW EVI EHHVIWW WTEGIW XLI WGSTI SJ WTEGI REQIW FIMRK XLI TVSGIWWSV EX XLI RI\X PIZIP YT IEGL TVSGIWWSV ERH IEGL HMWO TEVXMXMSR MW E WTEGI ERH XLI WGSTI MW XLI PSGEP RIX EX XLI XST PIZIP IEGL PSGEP RIX MW E WTEGI SJ XLI MRXIVRIX 7TEGIW MRXIVEGX [MXL IEGL SXLIV F] QIWWEKI TEWWMRK YWMRK TSXIRXMEPP] YR VIPMEFPI GSQQYRMGEXMSR GLERRIPW 'SRWIUYIRXP] QIWWEKIW QE] JEMP PSWW HY TPMGEXMSR HIPE]IH SV SYX SJ SVHIV HIPMZIV] 7TEGIW QE] JEMP HYI XS WSJX[EVI SV LEVH[EVI TVSFPIQW ;I SRP] GSRWMHIV JEMPWWXST WTEGIW JEMPIH WTEGI HSIW RSX WIRHW QIWWEKIW 7TEGIW QE] EPWS HMWGSRRIGX MI ETTIEV XS GIEWI GSQQYRMGEXMRK HYI XS ZEVMSYW TVSFPIQW WYGL EW RIX[SVO SZIVPSEH SV TEVXMXMSR SV HYVMRK E VIFSSX (MWGSRRIGXMSR RIIH RSX FI GSQTPIXI RSV W]QQIXVMG % HMWGSRRIGXIH WTEGI GERRSX QSHMJ] XLI HMWXVMFYXIH VIJIVIRGI KVETL HMWGSRRIGXMSR MW XLIVIJSVI WEJI )ZIRXYEPP] E HMWGSRRIGXIH WTEGI IMXLIV VIGSRRIGXW IK VIGSZIVW SV XIVQMREXIW 7XYF ERH 7GMSRW %W E WMHI IJJIGX SJ QEVWLEPPMRK VIWYPXW ERH EVKYQIRXW SJ MRZSGEXMSRW WTEGIW QE] I\GLERKI VIJIVIRGIW XS SFNIGXW 'SRWIUYIRXP] ER SFNIGX MRZSPZIH MR WIZIVEP VIQSXI MRZSGEXMSRW QE] FI VIJIVIRGIH JVSQ E RYQFIV SJ VIQSXI WTEGIW 7YGL VIQSXI VIJIVIRGIW EVI GVIEXIH [LIR XLI VIJIVIRGI XS ER SFNIGX GVSWWIW XLI WTEGI FSYRHEVMIW % WTEGI GSRXEMRW TEWWMZI SFNIGXW 3FNIGXW GEVV] VIJIVIRGIW XS SXLIV SFNIGXW TSWWMFP] EGVSWW WTEGIW FSYRHEVMIW -R XLI VIQEMRHIV SJ XLMW GLETXIV E VIJIVIRGI EP[E]W QIERW E VIJIVIRGI XS E VIQSXI SFNIGX [LIVIEW XLI [SVH TSMRXIV MW YWIH [LIR XLI VIJIVIRGI MW PSGEP 6ITVIWIRXEXMSR SJ 6IQSXI 6IJIVIRGIW % VIJIVIRGI MW GSQTSWIH SJ E PSGEP TSMRXIV E WXYF ERH E WGMSR 8LI PSGEP TSMRXIV TSMRXW XS E WXYF [LMGL MR XYVR VIQSXIP] VIJIVW XS E WGMSR 8LI WXYFW IQFSHMIW EX PIEX SRI PSGEXSV [LMGL VIJIVW XS E VIQSXI WGMSR 8LI WGMSR LSPHW E PSGEP TSMRXIV XS XLI TYFPMG SFNIGX 7YGL TYFPMG SFNIGXW GER FI VIQSXIP] MRZSOIH XLVSYKL XLI VIQSXI VIJIVIRGI EW STTSWIH XS PSGEP SFNIGXW [LMGL EVI SRP] TSMRXIH PSGEPP] 6IJIVIRGIW EVI GVIEXIH EW E WMHI IJJIGX SJ WIRHMRK QIWWEKIW 8LI WTEGI XLEX GSRXEMRW E TYFPMG SFNIGX MW GEPPIH MXW S[RIV 3XLIV WTEGIW ORS[R EW GPMIRXW LEZI VIJIVIRGIW XS XLEX TYFPMG SFNIGX 8LI V|PIW SJ E GPMIRX ERH ER S[RIV EVI WTIGMÁG XS E TEVXMGYPEV SFNIGX XLI S[RIV SJ ER SFNIGX QE] [IPP FI XLI GPMIRX SJ ERSXLIV SRI 'PMIRXW ERH S[RIV SJ ER SFNIGX VYR MR HMJJIVIRX EHHVIWW WTEGIW SR XLI WEQI QEGLMRI SV SR HMJJIVIRX QEGLMRIW ERH GSQQYRMGEXI WSPIP] F] QIWWEKI TEWWMRK
3TIVEXMSRW SR 6IJIVIRGIW
%W E VIWYPX SJ TVSKVEQ EGXMZMX] XLI HMWXVMFYXIH VIJIVIRGI KVETL GLERKIW H]REQ MGEPP] ,IVI MW XLI PMWX SJ ZEPMH STIVEXMSRW SR VIJIVIRGIW 6IJIVIRGI GVIEXMSR ER S[RIV WTEGI WIRHW XS E VIGIMZIV WTEGI E VIJIVIRGI XS ER SFNIGX 9TSR VIGIMZMRK XLI QIWWEKI GSRXEMRMRK XLEX VIJIVIRGI XLI VIGIMZIV WTEGI FIGSQIW E GPMIRX SJ XLI VIQSXI TYFPMG SFNIGX -J XLI SF NIGX [EW PSGEP MX FIGSQIW TYFPMG % VIJIVIRGI GVIEXMSR MW RSX ER YRMUYI STIVEXMSR -R SXLIV [SVHW E VIJIVIRGI GVIEXMSR QE] MRZSPZI ER EPVIEH] TYFPMG SFNIGX 3FNIGX EPPSGEXMSR ERH VIJIVIRGI GVIEXMSR EVI MRHITIRHIRX STIVEXMSRW *MKYVI MPPYWXVEXIW GVIEXMSR SJ E VIJIVIRGI XS E PSGEP SFNIGX v S[RIH F] WTEGI B 9TSR WIRHMRK XLI QIWWEKI GSRXEMRMRK XLEX VIJIVIRGI WTEGI B GVIEXIW E PSGEP WGMSR b XS TVIZIRX v JVSQ FIMRK VIGPEMQIH 9TSR VIGITXMSR SJ XLI QIWWEKI WTEGI A MRWXEPPW E WXYF v A MRMXMEPMWIH [MXL XLI PSGEXSV JSYRH MR XLI QIWWEKI 6IJIVIRGI HYTPMGEXMSREWIRHIV WTEGI GPMIRX SJ E VIQSXI TYFPMG SFNIGX WIRHW XS E VIGIMZIV WTEGI E VIJIVIRGI XS XLEX SFNIGX 8LI VIGIMZIV WTEGI FIGSQIW GPMIRX SJ XLI VIQSXI TYFPMG SFNIGX [LIR MX LEW TVSGIWWIH XLI QIWWEKI GSRXEMRMRK XLEX VIJIVIRGI -R GSRXVEWX XS VIJIVIRGI GVIEXMSR XLI S[RIV WTEGI MW RSX MRZSPZIH MR XLI VIJIVIRGI HYTPMGEXMSR ERH XLIVIJSVI MW RSX E[EVI SJ MX *MKYVI MPPYWXVEXIW XLI HYTPMGEXMSR SJ E VIJIVIRGI XS
R B v x R B x v A v R A b $ v S[RIV B VIGIMZIV A QYXEXSV QIWWEKI WXYF SFNIGX PSGEP TSMRXIV R A PSGEP VSSX VIGIMZIV A S[RIV B R A b MM A GVIEXIW WXYF v A VIJIVVMRK XS WGMSR b M B WIRHW $v XS A ERH GVIEXIW WGMSR b *MKYVI 6IQSXI VIJIVIRGI GVIEXMSR x x VIGIMZIV C v v u u RA vA b b vA vC WIRHIV A S[RIV B VIGIMZIV C $v RB WIRHIV A S[RIV B RC RA RC RB MM C VIGIMZIW VIJIVIRGI $v ERH MRWXEPPW WXYF v C M A HYTPMGEXIW VIJIVIRGI $v XS ' *MKYVI 6IQSXI VIJIVIRGI HYTPMGEXMSR u PSGEP +' GSRXVSP QIWWEKI S[RIV B SFNIGX HIPIXMSR v u S[RIV B v WIRHIV C v C d e l e t e b WIRHIV C R C R B M C HIPIXIW v C ERH WIRHW HIPIXI XS B b R C R B MM B VIGPEMQW b ERH PSGEP +' VIGPEMQW v *
6YHEPMGW ?A I\LMFMXW E HSQMRS IJJIGX [MXL MRHMVIGXMSR WGMSRW HYI XS XLI EFWIRGI SJ WLSVXGYXXMRK MRHMVIGXMSRW 3RGI ER MRHMVIGXMSR MW GVIEXIH MX VIQEMRW JSVIZIV 8LIVIJSVI ER SFNIGX t QE] EGUYMVI E VIJIVIRGI SR E TYFPMG SFNIGX XLVSYKL ER MRHMVIGXMSR WGMSR IZIR XLSYKL XLIVI I\MWXW ER MRHMVIGXMSR WGMSR PSGEP XS t MI PSGEXIH SR XLI WEQI WTEGI -R XLI [SVWX GEWI XLMW QE] PIEH XS
SYRXMRK MW YWIH MR GSRNYRGXMSR [MXL WSQI G]GPMG HMWXVMFYXIH XVEGMRK GSPPIGXSV MR SVHIV XS VIGPEMQ KEVFEKI HMWXVMFYXIH G]GPIW ERH [IEO SFNIGXW -R EHHMXMSR XLMW G]GPMG KPSFEP GSPPIGXSV GSYPH FI EPWS YWIH XS VIGSQTYXI E WXVMGX MRZEVMERX E JSV SFNIGXW [LMGL SRP] GSRJSVQ XS XLI MRIUYEPMX] F -RHMVIGX 6IJIVIRGI 'SYRXMRK
8LI QEMR TVSFPIQ [MXL ;IMKLXIH 6IJIVIRGI 'SYRXMRK MW XLI PMQMXIH RYQFIV SJ HYTPMGEXMSRW -R XLI [SVWX GEWI ER YRRIGIWWEVMP] PSRK GLEMR SJ MRHMVIGX VIJIVIRGIW QE] FI GVIEXIH 3RI WSPYXMSR MW XS I\XIRH XLI RYQFIV SJ FMXW EPPSGEXIH XS XLI [IMKLXW FYX XLMW LEW E GSWX ERH HSIW RSX GSQTPIXIP] EZSMH XLI GVIEXMSR SJ MRHMVIGX VIJIVIRGIW 4MUYIV ?A WYKKIWXW ER SVMKMREP WSPYXMSR XS XLMW TVSFPIQ 8LI OI] MHIE SJ XLMW EPKSVMXLQ MW XS IRGETWYPEXI MR E WXYF X[S PSGEXSVW VEXLIV XLER SRI % WXVSRK PSGEXSV VIJIVW XS E WGMSR MR XLI WIRHIV WTEGI %R EHHMXMSREP [IEO PSGEXSV WLSVXGYXW XLI WXVSRK SRI ERH VIJIVW ELIEH XS E FIXXIV PSGEXMSR SJ XLI XEVKIX SFNIGX -R XLI EFWIRGI SJ QMKVEXMSR XLI [IEO PSGEXSV MW EP[E]W EGGYVEXI -X VIJIVW XS XLI WTEGI [LIVI XLI XEVKIX SFNIGX MW PSGEXIH 8LI WXVSRK PSGEXSV MW YWIH SRP] JSV HMWXVMFYXIH KEVFEKI GSPPIGXMSR MI MX TVIZIRXW XLI XEVKIX SFNIGX JVSQ FIMRK VIGPEMQIH 8LI [IEO PSGEXSV MW YWIH XS MRZSOI XLI XEVKIX SFNIGX MR E WMRKPI LST (YTPMGEXMSR SJ E VIJIVIRGI MW TIVJSVQIH PSGEPP] [MXLSYX MRJSVQMRK XLI S[RIV WTEGI EW I\TPEMRIH JSV ;IMKLX 6IJIVIRGI 'SYRXMRK XLMW EZSMHW VEGI GSRHMXMSRW 9TSR ÁVWX HYTPMGEXMSR SJ E VIQSXI VIJIVIRGI E RI[ WGMSR MW GVIEXIH [MXL E GSYRXIV MRMXMEPMWIH XS SRI *YVXLIV HYTPMGEXMSR MRGVIQIRXW XLI GSYRXIV EWWSGMEXIH [MXL XLI WXYF 8LMW WXYF MW GSRRIGXIH XS XLI GSVVIWTSRHMRK WGMSR [LMGL VIJIVW XS XLI XEVKIX SFNIGX 8LI [IEO PSGEXMSR JSYRH MR XLEX WXYF MW WIRX EPSRK [MXL XLI QIWWEKI GSRXEMRMRK XLI VIJIVIRGI 9TSR VIGIMZMRK XLMW QIWWEKI
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
6IJIVIRGI GSYRXMRK ERH VIJIVIRGI PMWXMRK GSPPIGXSVW GERRSX VIGPEMQ KEVFEKI G] GPIW WTERRMRK WTEGIW 8LIVIJSVI WYGL EG]GPMG XIGLRMUYIW SRP] [SVO MJ XLEX G]GPIW EVI VEVI IRSYKL XS FI RIKPIGXIH *SV MRWXERGI XLMW ETTVSEGL MW EGGITXEFPI MJ WIVZIVW EVI WLSVXPMZIH MJ WYJÁGMIRX QIQSV] MW EZEMPEFPI XS WYTTSVX XLI WXSVEKI PIEOW ERH ER] EHHMXMSREP TEKMRK GSWX HYI XS QIQSV] JVEKQIRXEXMSR MW FIEVEFPI -R GSRXVEWX WYTTSVX SJ PSRK PMZIHWIVZIVW GSYPH WYJJIV JVSQ GYQYPEXMZI WXSV EKI PIEOEKI PIEHMRK XS QIQSV] WLSVXEKI 7IZIVEP MQTVSZIQIRXW XS VIJIVIRGI GSYRXMRK XIGLRMUYIW LEZI FIIR TVSTSWIH 7IGXMSR HIWGVMFIW GSQTPIQIRXEV] XVEGMRK XIGLRMUYI [LMGL FEWMGEPP] GSQFMRIW VIJIVIRGI GSYRXMRK FEWIH XIGLRMUYIW [MXL HMWXVMFYXIH XVEGMRK 8VMEP HIPIXMSR EXXIQTXW XS ÁKYVI SYX [LMGL SFNIGXW FIPSRK XS E KEVFEKI G]GPI F] VIP]MRK SR LIYVMWXMGW WII 7IGXMSR *MREPP] SFNIGX QMKVEXMSR QE] FI YWIH XS GSRWSPMHEXI E HMWXVMFYXIH KEVFEKI G]GPI SR E WMRKPI WTEGI I\TPEMRIH MR 7IGXMSR
'SQTPIQIRXEV] 8VEGMRK 
8LI OI] MHIE SJ GSQTPIQIRXEV] XVEGMRK MW XS GSQFMRI ER EG]GPMG KEVFEKI GSP PIGXSV [MXL E G]GPMG SRI 9WYEPP] XLI G]GPMG HMWXVMFYXIH KEVFEKI GSPPIGXSV MW XVMKKIVIH EX E PS[ VEXI ERH QSWX SJ KEVFEKI MW EWWYQIH XS FI VIGPEMQIH F] XLI EG]GPMG SRI ,S[IZIV XS FI IJÁGMIRX WYGL GSQFMREXMSR VIPMIW SR XLI EWWYQTXMSR XLEX KPSFEP XVEGMRK JVIUYIRG] MW PS[ GSQTEVIH XS XLI EG]GPMG GSPPIGXSV (MGOQER ?A GSQFMRIW LMW 3TXMQMWIH ;IMKLXIH 6IJIVIRGI 'SYRXMRK [MXL ER YRWTIGMÁIH G]GPMG KPSFEP KEVFEKI GSPPIGXSV 8LMW G]GPMG GSPPIGXSV MW VIWTSRWMFPI JSV FSXL VIGPEMQMRK HMWXVMFYXIH G]GPIW ERH SFNIGXW 3TXMQMWIH ;IMKLXIH 6IJIVIRGI 'SYRXMRK GER¸X GSPPIGX I\TPEMRIH MR 7IGXMSR 8VMKKIV MRK XLI G]GPMG KEVFEKI GSPPIGXSV MW LIYVMWXMG FEWIH SR QIEWYVIQIRXW KEXLIVIH HYVMRK GSQTYXEXMSR 8LMW GVMXIVMSR QYWX FI GEVIJYPP] GLSWIR MR SVHIV XS STXM QMWI XLI G]GPMG GSPPIGXMSR JVIUYIRG] 7MRGI XLI G]GPMG GSPPIGXSV MW RSX WTIGMÁIH MX MW RSX GPIEV [LIXLIV MX VYRW GSRGYVVIRXP] [MXL XLI QYXEXSVW 8LI XIGLRMUYI TVSTSWIH F] .YYP ERH .YP ?A MW GSRGYVVIRX ERH PIWW HMWVYT XMZI XLER (MGOQER¸W TVSTSWEP % KPSFEP G]GPMG GSPPIGXSV FEWIH SR HMWXVMFYXIH XVEGMRK GSPSYVW VIQSXIP] VIJIVIRGIH SFNIGXW ERH XVEGIW XLVSYKL XLI GSQTPIXI HMWXVMFYXIH KVETL SJ SFNIGXW 0SGEP KEVFEKI GSPPIGXSVW QE] VYR MR TEVEPPIP [MXL XLI KPSFEP SRI F] EWWYQMRK XLEX EPP WGMSRW EVI PSGEP VSSXW 9RPMOI QSWX G]GPMG KEVFEKI GSPPIGXSVW XLMW XIGLRMUYI QIVKIW KEVFEKI HIXIGXMSR [MXL KEVFEKI VIGPE QEXMSR -RHIIH XLI G]GPMG KEVFEKI GSPPIGXSV HSIW RSX WMQTP] HMWGEVH VIQSXI VIJIVIRGIW FYX MX MW EPWS EFPI XS VIGPEMQ KEVFEKI EW XLI PSGEP KEVFEKI GSPPIGXSV ,S[IZIV FSXL KEVFEKI GSPPIGXSVW EVI RSX IRXMVIP] MRHITIRHIRX FIGEYWI SJ XLI TSXIRXMEP SZIVPET MR XLIMV EGXMZMX]
3FNIGX 1MKVEXMSR
8LI OI] MHIE SJ XLI SFNIGX QMKVEXMSR XIGLRMUYI ÁVWX TVSTSWIH F] &MWLST ?A MW XS QSZI EPP SFNIGXW SJ E KEVFEKI G]GPI MRXS E WMRKPI WTEGI TVSZMHIH XLEX E PSGEP XVEGMRK GSPPIGXSV VIGPEMQW MRXVEWTEGI G]GPIW *MKYVI MPPYWXVEXIW XLI
GSRWSPMHEXMSR SJ E KEVFEKI G]GPI GSQTSWIH -RMXMEPP
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